
INDOOR and OUTDOOR Use PIXIO can track a watch with the same performance inside or outside

RANGE 330ft = 100 meters

AUTOMATIC ZOOM With compatible cameras. Fixed otherwise.

REC control from the watch With compatible cameras

Use PIXIO with standard camcorders, DSLRs,

action cams...

and with a special interface (not included) you can use a smartphone or a tablet to film (no auto

zoom and no REC control in this case).

ROTATIONS PAN: Rotations 360° endless. 120°/s max (45mph at 30ft; 72km/h at 10m). No TILT rotations.

CAN SUPPORT CAMERAS Up to 5lbs (2,5Kg)

WHAT TRIPOD DO YOU NEED

You need a tripod with a 3/8" screw. It is bigger than the usual 1/4" screw generally used for

cameras. Do not use a tripod with a head, because of poor stability (except with high cost tripods!)

and because it has a 1/4" screw. If you want to use such a tripod with a 1/4" screw, some small

adaptors 1/4 - 3/8 exist.

MOTOR NOISE
Very silent motor. You can use a buetooth microphone (not provided) or any equivalent accessory to

capture any distant voice

TRACKS 1 to 16 WATCHES

And 1 to 16 cameras can track the watches. But no more than 3 watches can be tracked at the same

time by the robots. It means that if you have more than 3 robots, some of them will track the same

watch

AUTONOMY PIXIO 4h, WATCH 3h, Micro-

BEACON 3h

Li-Ion Batteries. All chargers included: WIRELESS CHARGER for the watch. Standard USB chargers for

PIXIO and Micro-BEACONS. It is possible to increase the battery life of the beacons and the robot to

5-6 hours with 3000mAh power banks, and to 12-14 hours with 10000mAh power banks. Power

banks are available in most supermarkets. People using power banks with their PIXIO also have 2

watches: one is charging while the other is used

PIXIO robot and the Micro-BEACONS CAN BE

PLUGGED IN A WALL SOCKET

in order to film all day long in a conference room or an arena. It also allows to install PIXIO for

months or years at the same place

TRANSPORT
Designed to be very easy to pack and to take with you everywhere. In any standard photo bag >

22x10x15cm (8.7x3.9x5.9in)

WEIGHT Watch tag 1.9Oz (50g.) Robot 1.2lbs (550g.)

WARRANTY 2 Years


